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grow?" He picked up another cigar and bit it. "The Fes-
tons," he added suddenly after a gap of thought, "have
France and Scotland in their blood."
Lewis did not answer this, for it seemed to invite no
answer. Julie's grandmother had been a Feston, daughter
of the fourth Marquess of Harbury. Where France and
Scotland entered into the pedigree, Lewis did not know,
but van Leyden knew and had remembered; in speaking
of Julie's descent, he had given his explanation of her—
a convenient explanation, this dangerous mixing of blood,
which, when once he had seized upon it, perhaps nine
years ago, had answered with a magic formula many of the
questions that she might otherwise have provoked. He had
had no need to ask himself more about her than he might
have asked about a pet animal of alien breed. Naturally
incurious, hating the labour of imagination, he had allowed
France and Scotland to absolve him from it.
In this rigidity of mind, which was implicit in his tone
when he spoke of Julie, there was an element so masterful
that Lewis could at once smile at and admire it. It was the
defect of a quality without which neither van Leyden him-
self nor his ancestors on the walls could have been the men
they were—men capable of cutting distractions out of their
lives as a gardener cuts out weeds, thus enabling the narrow
plots of their activity to be sturdy, ordered and fruitful.
But to live with such a man and in a world commanded
by him?
I could live with him, Lewis thought. I should admire
him as I always admire men, even the dullest, who know
their job and keep their noses to the grindstone. And he
found himself envying the rebels in life, not only the great
rebels whose rebellion was justified by genius but even
the rash, mistaken, foolish ones, who cut such a sorry figure
in the world. A queer envy in him! In the past he had
always been inclined to draw satisfaction from the rash
failures of little men who had overshot their mark and be-
<x>me ridiculous; to smile at them had been to console him-
self at his own grindstone, to approve his own caution, to
md modesty and virtue into it. And lately, though he had

